GLOBAL CAPITAL ENGINEERING
2021- The New Model of Crypto-Currency Business

Global Capital Engineering:
The GCE project is a financial capital distribution program in the form of currency tokens with the BEP 20 platform and under the BNB smart chain. The goal of the GCE is to create a network of employment
development, education and research for the general public from the revenue of transaction fees in
centralized and decentralized exchanges. Users can start their own business by getting services, getting
paid, and participating in the commercialization of ideas. Use of the employment development program
is free for users. GCE covers the capital required by users in the field of centralized and decentralized
exchanges.
- Disclaimer of legal responsibility
This currency is subject to BNB blockchain rules. Therefore, any policy of Bainance Smart Chain can
affect this type of currency. By reading this document and investing in GCE, users accept and abide by
the rules of cryptocurrencies.
- Introduction to Global Capital Engineering:
Global capital consists of individual ideas for employment development. The fee resulting from the
financial transaction of this token is to be provided to the World Capital Engineering Center in order to
realize employment development programs. This program includes all processes resulting from training,
research and services. Use of the Employment Development Center is free for everyone.
- GCE innovations
GCE plans to initially distribute its capital through centralized and decentralized exchange offices. And
after registering in Coin Market Cap, it unveils its application. In addition to making centralized exchange
channels available to users for its currency exchanges, the application facilitates any financial transfer
for users by creating employment development models. Users can get paid through the app and for the
services they provide.
- Compare GCE with other currencies
GCE acts like any other currency. But the proceeds from the exchanges are provided to the Center for
Global Capital Engineering as a dedicated resource to focus specifically on the job creation and
development program.
- Main users
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Use of the employment development program is free for everyone. However, due to the educational
and research nature of the program, the main users of this platform are students, researchers and
activists in the field of academia and research.
-

Currency innovation:

GCE plans its innovative models through applications and based on public needs and does not have a
fixed format. The power of adapting structure design to the daily needs of users is an innovation. Th e
reference for meeting the needs is the official programs of the World Labor Organization.
-

Crypto Currency accounting

According to its project plan in the roadmap, this currency puts the management of capital distribution
on its agenda on an annual basis. The resources generated by the exchange turnover from the GCE and
its revenues are used to finance the employment development program. To be able to strengthen the
currency code and users' income in its algorithmic structure.
-

Backup assets:

This currency code is supported by companies active and cooperating with us in the field of
employment, which support 20% of the value of the capital at the disposal of the exchange offices if the
token is registered in Bainance Scan.
-

responsibilities

GCE's specialized responsibility is to strengthen the employment industry for users.
The GCE's social responsibility is to allocate 10 percent of its revenue sources to the environmental and
health-oriented sectors, which are officially funded according to the United Nations.
-

Transfers

The GCE transfer is initially in the form of decentralized exchanges. And after valuation, it can be
distributed through centralized exchange offices. The application facilitates communication platforms
with these exchanges.
-

General purpose of transactions

The general purpose of exchanges is to raise funds for users in the employment development program.
-

Innovation in business model:
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The GCE application is available to the public as a financial application. The model of capital distribution
is without strict considerations so that it can have a fair distribution of capital.
Many users, especially students, are unable to work due to some legal and spatial restrictions. Also, the
percentage of people in disadvantaged areas has the right to test their latent capacities. Using this
structure, it is possible to earn money for users at any level. It also provides educational and research
support for users.
-

Excess capacity using the shared economy

GCE as a financial instrument can develop the ground for participation in the commercialization of ideas.
Because as a currency code in the framework of its exchange system, it has value fluctuations and
provides a good platform for investors.
-

Income model from GCE

In the technical part: Fees resulting from two-way exchanges in centralized and decentralized
exchanges.
In the user section: using the capacities and facilities to earn money in accordance with the application
structures
In the educational and research sector: project design resulting from data colle ction
In Industry: Commercialization of Ideas
We have been developing a sustainable strategy for 15 years.
These strategies can be seen in the development of employment, environment, technology and
development, health development, urban intelligence, education, research and development.
-

Size and growth of hosting and volume of monthly transactions:

The size and power of hosting is grouped in the form of turnover defined in the roadmap. In the first
year, for example, a monthly turnover of $ 1 million in exchange value and an airdrop of 100,000 tokens
are on the agenda.
-

currency:

The GCE token based on the dollar exchange rate will be valid in two-to-two transactions within the
framework of the activities of centralized and non-centralized exchanges.
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Goat is defined.
-

GCE budget:

Capital formation: one billion tokens
Project exchange rate: 500 million tokens
Shareholder share: 500 million tokens
Private sale: 1% of the capital with the shareholders, which varies periodically and in proportion to the
allocated share.
Credits for hosting users and general shareholders can be transferred in proportion to the allocated and
revenue share and in the framework of exchange in Coin Market Cap and centralized exchange.
-

Setting up GCE

The GCE token was created in Bainance Scan on 2021-05-10 at the contract address
0x9761fce3586d30009825860a9c6dceec586a9c47 and started its distribution and exchange program as
follows:
Joint Stock Distribution Program: 500,000,000 Tokens
Project Distribution Plan: 500,000,000 Token
Project on-site distribution schedule: $ 1,170,000,000
AirDrop distribution program: 11,700,000 Tken
Initial Distribution: 120,000,000 Tokens
-

Geographical area of activity:

In the field of exchanges and projects: without borders and under the rules of centralized exchanges
-

GCE a smart contract:

The token was created using the BEP-20 platform as a smart contract under Bainance Smart Chain.
-

Sales mechanism:
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The token sales mechanism is planned solely in the form of pancake swaps, centralized and
decentralized exchanges, and within the time frame of distribution as outlined in the roadmap. Peer-topeer exchange is defined based on Bainance Smart Chain.
-

Token Outlook:

This currency is defined with the aim of creating and managing the GCE project in a 15-year schedule.
And plans to strengthen his identity as Quinn during the project period.
-

plan and budget:

GCE distribution is done in the structure of pancake swaps, centralized and decentralized exchanges,
with the aim of creating and strengthening the value of tokens. Therefore, allocating monthly and
annual periodic credit in a step-by-step manner can strengthen the value of this currency and provide
the necessary budget and credit for the project.
-

GCEA Development Roadmap:

First year: According to the first 5-year strategic plan
Offering free shares of the project (one day a month): up to 100,000 tokens. Direct investment
acceptance (monthly): 10,000,000 $ Publication of phase zero plan (preliminary and study) of Capital
Engineering Center
Second year: According to the first 5-year strategic plan
Offering free shares of the project (one day a month): up to 95,000 tokens Direct investment acceptance
(monthly): 9,500,000 $ Publication of the evaluation and analysis phase of the Capital Engineering
Center
Third year: According to the first 5-year strategic plan
Offering free shares of the project (one day a month): up to 90,000 tokens. Direct Investment
Acceptance (monthly): 9,000,000 $ Execution of phase 1 plan (obtaining necessary permits and
preparation of operational phase) Capital Engineering Center.
Fourth year: according to the first 5-year strategic plan
offering free shares of the project (one day a month): up to 85,000 tokens. Direct investment
acceptance (monthly): 8,500,000 $ Completion and publication of the document of Phase 1 of Capital
Engineering Center
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Fifth year: According to the first 5-year strategic plan
offering free shares of the project (one day a month): up to 80,000 tokens. Direct investment
acceptance (monthly): 8,000,000 $ Execution of the construction phase of the Capital Engineering
Center
Sixth year: According to the second 5-year strategic plan
offering free shares of the project (one day a month): up to 75,000 tokens. Direct Investment
Acceptance (monthly): 7,500,000 $ Provide an annual progress report during the construction phase of
the project
Seventh year: According to the second 5-year strategic plan
Offering free shares of the project (one day a month): up to 70,000 tokens. Direct investment
acceptance (monthly): 7,000,000 $. Presenting the project progress report during the second year of the
construction operations phase
Year 8: According to the second 5-year strategic plan
Offering free shares of the project (one day a month): up to 65,000 tokens. Direct investment
acceptance (monthly): 6,500,000 $. Submitting a report on the progress / completion of the project
during the third year of the construction phase
Ninth year: According to the second 5-year strategic plan
offering free shares of the project (one day a month): up to 60,000 tokens . Direct Investment
Acceptance (monthly): 6,000,000 $ Submitting a report on the progress / completion of the project
during the fourth year of the construction operations phase
Year 10: According to the second 5-year strategic plan
offering free shares of the project (one day a month): up to 55,000 tokens. Direct Investment
Acceptance (monthly): 5,500,000 $ Submitting a report on the progress. completion of the project
during the fifth year of the construction operation phase
Eleventh year: According to the third 5-year strategic plan
offering free shares of the project (one day a month): up to 50,000 tokens. Direct investment
acceptance (monthly): 5,000,000 $ Execution of purchasing phase, installation of equipment
Twelfth year: According to the second 5-year strategic plan
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Offering free shares of the project (one day a month): up to 45,000 tokens. Direct Investment
Acceptance (monthly): 4,500,000 $ Formation of human resource structure and deployment of
manpower Completion and finalization of equipment installation
Year 13: According to the third 5-year strategic plan
Offering free shares of the project (one day a month): up to 40,000 tokens. Direct investment
acceptance (monthly): 4,000,000 $ Beginning of the executive phase of accepting and attracting ide a
owners
Fourteenth year: according to the second 5-year strategic plan
offering free shares of the project (one day a month): up to 35,000 tokens. Direct investment
acceptance (monthly): 3,500,000 $ Evaluation, monitoring and correction Development of the executive
phase of accepting and attracting idea owners Implement and plan business development based on
ideas
Fifteenth year: According to the third 5-year strategic plan
Offering free shares of the project (one day a month): up to 30,000 tokens. Direct investment
acceptance (monthly): 3,000,000 $ Evaluation, monitoring and correction Development of the executive
phase of accepting and attracting idea owners Implement and plan business development based on
ideas
TOTAL PLAN
Total supply of free shares of the project: 11,700,000 Acceptance of total direct investment:
1,170,000,000 $ Base value of each token: 2.34 $ Total number of tokens available at the project site:
500,000,000
Why the GCE strategy will be successful:
The GCE strategy is an updated model in business and can facilitate business conditions and improve
wage structures while strengthening the research system. Users in this project get a good incentive to
be able to create ideas.
- Security:
The amount of capital allocated to the project is 50% of the share of token capital, of which 25% of the
token capital after valuation will be given to Pancake Swap and the other 25% will be given to one of the
centralized exchanges to keep the tokens safe for users.
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- Our Team:

J. Naeimi, CEO, Co-Founder & CTO, Master, Executive Management
Contact:
LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/javad-naeimi-969a95224/

A. Akbarpour, CMO, PhD, Materials Science & Metallurgy
Contact:
LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/ali-akbarpour-36863a221/
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